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Elliott Wave Vamos CenarQ: SQL How do I SUM ONLY if a 'like' string exists
in another field? I have a SQL query that has two fields and I am trying to do a
sum: SELECT .... SUM(case when field1 like '%field2%' THEN 1 end) as
'field3', SUM(case when field1 like '%field2%' THEN 2 end) as 'field4',
SUM(case when field1 like '%field2%' THEN 4 end) as 'field5' FROM Table1
Basically, I want to SUM only if field1 has a 'like' of field2. If field1 does not
have a 'like' of
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run selected: System Windows NT/2000/XP/Vista/7 32 or 64-bit 32 or 64-bit
Copying for 32 or 64-bit. Unpack the files. Run the installer and follow the
instructions. 32 and 64-bit. How to install on Windows 10 Q: Trying to get
better handle on the difference between upper and lower case letters Apologies
for the newbie question. On my website, where a user enters a search term, I
have a function to check the prefix of the word they typed against an array of
keywords in my database, and return a best match. So I have to do the
following: If the user typed... Search term: SU Index of term in database: SUER
Return prefix: SU If the user typed... Search term: beer Index of term in
database: beer Return prefix: beer If the user typed... Search term: su Index of
term in database: su Return prefix: su If the user typed... Search term: su Index
of term in database: su Return prefix: su Search term: eb Index of term in
database: ELBER Return prefix: EB etc. The code for the function is below,
and is written in PHP, but I don't think this is the problem. /** * Corrects userentered search queries to ensure they have the * right amount of letters. * *
@param string $searchTerm * @return string */ private function
correctWord($searchTerm) { // Remove anything less than 3 or more than 4
characters $searchTerm = preg_replace("/\s\s+/", " ", $searchTerm);
$searchTerm = trim($searchTerm); if ($searchTerm prefix(2, $searchTerm); }
if ($searchTerm > 4) { $searchTerm = $this->prefix(3, $searchTerm); } return
$searchTerm; } This works a treat, except it only looks for two letters.
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